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:?.:-:ILOs02Hy OF "PSYCHOTHERAPY" WITH THE DRUG DEPENDENT PERS=:

SIX BASIC IMPERATIVES

one is able to talk about psychotherapy with the druc

..%.:rson in more than general terms, it is necessary that

therapist have some kind of operational definition o;!

dependent person is and how he views help at the tim

or treatment. To begin with he is someone who has tz:44;.:.

substance into his system by shooting it into his vei,

it, snorting it, smoking it and any or et;4 combinaticono

of getting drugs into his system, and he has ex,

. ?c:xiod of weeks to a period of years. Not only has 7....*;.47

4

psychologically dependent on the drug but if he

methadone or any of the barbiturates as;the

his body needs it to maintain its metabolic and

To abruptly discontinue its use under those circu:1,--..:

mean severe physical distress, and in the case o!

.. the onset of convulsions and death. In other word...

.
..%.:1ctioning that person's body has developed a toleranc.%;

ev
c..c.cs which would be lethal to all non-drug dependent

CN0O
4.:40 talking about someone who has undergone a departurt.,

,)
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o.lten times a radical departure, from his life style and its value

.1rs :.e.T. prior to his involvement with drugs. In order to maintain

:4 it he has lied, cheated, conned, stolen from friends and

....astled his body heterosexually and homosexually, and if in

..:_::,: need and in danger of the onset of his "Jones" (withdrawal symptons,

have committed crimes of violence against others, purse snatching,

highway robbery, assault and battery, etc.

:further this person has probably himself faced death through an

.;ccideatal drug overdose one to a dozen times; or helplessly ravages:

'* 1-'.abit, and at its mercy, unable to see a different future for

he may have deliberately injected himself with an overdose; or

may have been in the company of someone else who did in fact die

.trcn c.n overdose and he may have let that person die because the priority

1.1im was his getting his fix.

so when he appears at your office or clinic or hospital or dr..;

oc:ram, he says he wants help. And he is likeable and charming, a creat

drug addicts and drug dependent people really are, and they 14.ve

how to use their charm, and he really does at that moment in

want help. The problem is that despite his being able to mouT.h

ricfat words about how and in what way he needs help and need.. to

at rock bottom his concept of help is very different from yours.

or may not know consciously that he wants to get involved in some

2:,:Jgram in order to buy time t.: ,,st his habit down so it will be

,;x1:.ensive, or to satisfy the couditions of his probation, or to ge7.

;a..-ants off of his back, or to deal dope. He may even honestly believe

cl
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he says that he is tired of the life he has been living a-.d

elan up and change his life's direction. But what any:w.4:

a: wto anticipates working with drug dependant peopl,

. core heroin user to the upper middle class speed

is that at base, at the very center of the person at

they mace that initial request !or help to get off dru,;i,,

not given up hope of some day sooner or later getting hit:

the uhconscious fantasy being (and often not so unconscio..-....;

2..tex date they can handle drugs more responsibly. emeim 04,40

to the fantasy of many non-drinking or recovered alcoho::_oL

they will learn to become a social drinker. A.14 who 4. ona

.o tink about it rationally, the idea of getting high C4Z.

..atae.. Not only is it an effective temporary escape from t:.e

of ones reality if one lives in a rat and roach iLfested

an,f. an effective means of buoying up and enchancing onc;..

o.as self creating a sense of more confidence and increaLee.

these are personality deficits, but getting high is also vc,;:".!

1. Oet, *N. it just plain feels good. And if the drug taker has ta.x.e.:.

20z so long that they have become an effective substitute LfQ:

'Lis less effective psychological and emotional coping mechani4;=.,

kl.zug taker began taking drugs at a time in his life du=1:.c

adolescent years thereby disallowing the development

of his inner resources and defenses, and therefoza

depend on anything but drugs, then what are the viable alteznatiw.s?

r.:=aditional psychotherapy by its very process promotes strsi,s .24:4

on the mobilizatioy2 anxiety to produce change.
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contrary to the dynamics of the addict. His goals are to run from

stress, and he has not developed the ability to tolerate anxiety much

less to convert it into a positive life force for himself. So obviously

am not talking about the concept of traditional psychoanalytically

o....7iented psychotherapy in the practice of which-the therapist relies

maninly on the technique of interpretation to ai°. the patient in gaining

insight into unconcious mental phenomena, althougt with some drug

dependent persons these principles do have a legitimate place in the

treatment process. But in the beginning of treatment and very often

throughout, therapy needs to be approached from the point of view of a

different mental health model. Working with the drug dependent person -

a:4 that is how it should be conceptualized by the way, working with and

not treatment of - inworking with the drug dependent person I don't view

therapy as being as much of a process at it is rather a philosophy.

I have indicated that Psychotherapy with the Drug Dependent Person

must offer a viable alternative to drug taking, which means that

psyahotherapy must provide an alternative to a style of life. Drug

duadent people, especially young people who are actively into drugs,

form a very special sub-culture. Without going into the political and

idealogical tenets of that sub-culture, suffice it to say that, it provides

the:a with something to do, an occupation, an identity and a status. The

complaint and, therefore, the resistance that the older addict and the

yoL;-,ger drug dependant person have to the notion of giving up drugs is

"if I did, what would I do and what would I be". So, an alternative to

drug taking and the style of life that goes with it must be offered by

and 7.):ailt into a philosophy of therapy in working with the drug dependent
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1nharent in such a philosophy are what term Six Basic

Therapy must be I. Confrontive, 2. Prohibitive, 3. ;..ctLv;:,

5. Repairat:tve and 6. Manipulative.

Therapeutically ponfrontive in Group Psychotherapy of mac::.".

things to different people. To some therapists it is an t::.%.r

of the voice - yelling and screaming at someone else

etc. Although loud voices accompanied by pointing acc...to;:::

h.,ve, 4 place, it is methodological - a technique of co=::.v-.

viz.,wa. as such, it can be used quite effectively by tho.tia

..:,rzonality to make it appear real in conveying to the

and constantly testing addict that the therapist c4.n

the addict and is, thLrefore, in the addict's pt rce,:tio::

=LA.:. he. any drug dependent people need to know that ta

capable of setting limits and controls and that he

trusted with his'dependency on the therapist. To

:...--ppen before he will share with the therapist and the

which are at the very center of him/ his fragility,

-- , and loneliness/ his vulnerability and his crazine.z. m.dwobonT.

when the therapist must li=ally overpower the "2--

with his own personialityi however this is not whi.t

confrontive in therapy.

say what it is, it is the confrontation of faulty ch4.z..c:r

L4ivally the drug dependent person has erected a wholes .tr%

defenses even before his involvement in drugs, wh4.C.7.
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bcen ::a-inforced and amplified upon due to the need for survival

:;4a e-1:1;g sub - culture. These character defenses are numerous etr.

01 4.4A1.10o ,iron: insincerity to ruthlessness, from passivity to ver:oa-.

from chameleon adaptivenoss to near psychotic withdrawal.

:;c:Zanzes must be confronted in therapy if th,n drug dependent ,i-,arsor.

3 conZront them in himself and begin to experience more honezt

i.-.:::2crsonal relationships, but they must be confronted within the

context of the therapeutic relationship.

The essence or "the soul" of any ther,.,e4 ..s the relationshi2

atween the therapist and the person seeking help. It is the relationshLp

w4L7c:. largely determines the direction in which therapy develops, what!ler

is talked about in terms of transference - counter transference, or

f:ow of positive - negative feelings, or love - hate feelings or

z.'7,ivalences existing between therapist and patient. Generally, tha

and defenses of the common everyday garden variety neurotic are

the service of developing the transference or the the.rapetItz.c

zal..tionship in such a way that therapy proceeds. But, the drug de2ende=

enters into therapy with an entirely different "set". Eis prev:.cus

relationships have been based on dishonesty, trickery, scheming

connivance. What he gives of himself, he expects in return. His

- factor" is indeed very low on the transaction scale of h=lan

.r::..onships. The drug dependent person's feelings and defenses are

;11 him, consciously and unconsciously, to block the formation of a

.:,11ionship which may lay the groundwork upon which therapeutic endeavors

:cased. These are the defenses which keep the drug dependent per Lon

"-#1
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onoapf;.latd and insulated, cut off from his feelings of affection,

tenderne6a, dompassion, sympathy, a.r # anger, etc., and therefore,

re=ved and estranged from tne humanness of others. :he,:.:

::1/42fs.,es which must come under confrontation thereby expos in the

wee
ow. 1.* :pendent person to his own humanness. But thse defenses cannot

;_ Ic_-.fronted directly vis a via interpretation, challenging or 2ointini

:::::ause the addict has not arrived at a point in his emotional and

development where he can benefit by such an approach. Euch

.liroach will be felt as an assault upon the ego and wil.. serve one

purposes. 2« strengthening the defense, 2. having no effect

a::, and 3. in the case of borderline patients,precipatating

a.,,:zesion towards others, towards the self or psychosis.

::ith the great majority of drug addicts we are dealing with

,,..;:c.:o.:thy; i.e. impaired super-ego functioning and virtually no oserving

v:4-1 are also dealing with individuals who suffer from narclssistic

,,io.L.cers. For the group therapist this means that if he is going to be

z.:co4....;Lftllly used as a vehicle for change, he must in someway apperl to

as being like them) or like that part of themselve4 to wh!.c'n

:or change is directed. in other words for the therapist working

patient in that category o pathology just described, in order

to m ::eceived by the patient in a way that will promote change, the

t...a..:L21.st must align himself with that very pathology. By so doing, the

t;:lerapi.5t, by the skillful use of the appropriate techniques (whic'n time

does not permit discussion of here) is then able to move the addict to

conL=zont is own pathological defenses as they appear in the9erson of
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A brief example will demonstrate:

.5,:.,x111y mixed addict group early in treatment was discussing their
L.;: Mor Lelf protection in the street. The ma.lority of them admitted

c:.rrying weapons of some kind, guns, knives, ice-picks etc., with only
;%.o :;a:ars 'having a dissenting opinion as to this type of need !or

.c.;lf protection; one of the dissenters feeling that a real man - "a dt.1:ac

balls" could take care of himself with out "heat" (gun). Aathar

interpret this material as being in someway related to their deep

of weakness, inadequacy, or fear of the hostile world, the thera?ist

-,,)1!" the pathological defense and told the group that he too .:
.4.461mmor

:.-:. was a good idea for them to protect themselves by carrying a weal)on.

;:.attex of fact that living the life they choose to live, they ought

lwast carry two guns whenever they stepped foot outside. The

further offered that he had information about a local pawn

w.lere they could get under the counter "heat" cheap with no cuestions

Lxcapt for a few "right on's" and raised clenched fists, the sign.,
and some raised eyebrows, there was no particular reaction to

one next 5 or 6 sessions the therapist used every opportunity

to ":o:.;.1" 4nd align himself with the groups criminal and anti-socia:.
lff '4

6410 ikl lop IR., ye IA ose inIQ' Once even taking the inititive in ridiculing a group member

who 17,v.C.c.:;°7.7%! had been caught while burglarizing a physicians office for

him that he wasn't even a good thief and instructing him

9
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to :OW he cou1d have successfully gone about it. At the follow...

4z,Irs sassion this same member attacked the therapist, saying that the

therapist wasn't doing his job. That he was instead encouraging ;%417.

to .:opa fiends" and criminals and was not helping them. 4t: ex

%; t:1 group responded that they had been feeling the same way and

where the therapist was coming from. The therapist as:ved for

in;:ormation as to what he was doing that was wrong and what Uri,A it

hal: .-0:; should be doing. Various members then began to respond an to

t::11 therapist what he should have said to themselves or to some

.:rotAp member to be more helpful instead of what he did say. cna

::.amor told the group that if they listened to the theri.pi4.t

t:loy were all going to wind up in jail, so they had better

to ai:11! instead.

As tie group attacked and confronted their own pathological

caL,;.r. and attitudes in the person of the therapist, they could t:.v;r1

,)tire to defining what their needs were. As they gradually did this, tha

;ust as gradually shifted his position to correspondingly meet

t.1.1:.r own expressed needs to move in the direction of maturation ancl

change. In this way the therapist was also building 4upar-ego

group rather than himself existing as the super-ego.

... : *.VE.

Tae next imperative that needs to characterize a philosophy oM

y is that it must be prohibitAtt. Put simply, certain behaviors

n.za.1 to ba prohibited from the outset. Obiviously, the first prohibition

1.0
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taking. It is foolhardy for the therapist to think that h4 can

in therapy with someone who is high on drugs. Under such conditicas

in.'.ividuals mood and affect are altered to an extent that miticata6

!orming a real therapeutic alliance with the therapies and

:.47.1bers.

2 the group we are attempting to develop a network of mean: ngfu.1

::_nication4 The group provides the addict with the opportunity to

::ow to match their feelings and thoughts with the words the.t

They begin to do this by learning how to find the words whien

express what they think and how they feel about others and

t':.4.1mselves within the arena of the group. Therefore certain IT.ateri:4ls

contentlaust be prohibited from becoming a part of alerapy session. b.

.:.x..,%12t in the initial stages of the therapy group when cohesion must

devc1Lopo."needle and pill stories" are of...little therapeutic value and

can play subterfuge with the purpose and the goals of therapy.

not v.noommon in group therapy for one person to literally "turn. on"

;w4mbrs of the group and himself by recounting fascinating exploits

of taking and related episodes. The story teller and the listeners

.-4,;QC: their own experiences with what is being stated often receive

viz.rious "high" or "rush" which is real and very akin to the affect of

a Harng been exposed to this kind of "verbal tr::.ppinr

in :4 .Lrapy group, drug addicts who have bean clean for months have

to leave the session in search of the nearest "cop man" (druc:

sv.p?l;:l.) in order to shoot dope.

Being active is a third I:imperative. The essential idea is that the

/0
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;Ilera?ist acts, reacts, or interacts with the Addict Group as so=aone

i6 himaelf real. Because of his life style and the nerd for

t,,zviv.1 in it, the "junkie" often developer an acute sensitivity and

,;.,..;:ce,,zivenesis 'to others which at times borders on paranoia (theri,4

.4, 4.4 kernel of truth in the paranoid persons ideations by 1-.4A wz.y)

egeWl..0*No4P

0
Ms :...rG:

to spot quickly the weaknesses, shortcomings and inconsistencies

:harapist. If the therapist cannot be active in his rel4tionzh:.?

t:.e addict, cannot react to and interact with group members a4,

to another, and must hide behind his "role" as "thera:?::sta

that means to him), he will quickly be labeled as a "lae"

";:loay" and regarded with contempt by the addict. The

*:.:4-LV.a4 his own position with the therapist as a lowly one from wich

can never bp a recovery. He sees the therapist as someone fro::.

can never gain respect. At the same time he feels that respect

who must hide, cannot be real and respect from him is worth

e............,

..,4Aing active in group therapy with the addict means interacting on

a feeling level. The therapist's responses must be on more than

level. 'or example, "I have very bad feelings about what you

really made me angry", instead of "I must question whether that

-,?2ropriate thing for you to have done". This also meaLs that

:a ...ze times when the therapist might, within limits, share with the

;:zolap some personal problem of his own such as being depresipec".

loss of a friend or relative, or being upset and aggravated

argument with his spouse. This kind of sharing riGt on:y
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tha relationship, but may create for an excellent opportut;.z.y

:;.?:ea an object lesson for the drug user. This is especially

tzlkarapist can critically and undefensively evaluate his own aa-

-_w_w. z:43 part he played in the problem he has shared.

therapy must be relative, geared to where the drug U.S1.1:

cyc.14 of recovery from drug dependency. It is not a contrac:Ict:,c.-.

"
hrwe previously stated about prohibiting drug use durf.ns

z.:14;..rpy to now state that during the drug abusers early .i..f.tc-rt4.

I. ^

. ,1116.4

-,12" from drugs, chances are that he will use again.

magical and transforming powers that drugs have to th.. C.:14%;

parson he is almost sure to have at least one and probaly

ralapses. Therapeutic goals with the drug dependent person

c,..,zar-balanced by what one can realistically expect considering

of the drug taking compulsion. If the drug taker :.as

for a period of 4 months and has remained clean during

to suddenly and seemingly without explanation begins to LI-7.a

should not be considered a failure. Rather it should 1.e

t.

back to a former and more comfortable method of coping. Cne

cx,-iln go so far as to say that progress in therapy with the drt:c

ta. *too.

-r son can be measured by his increased ability to tolerate :once:

p.aziods of drug abstinence and by shorter periods of t2:xle

drug usage.

therapy must be repairative. People cannot fundamentally
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row change beyond the image they have of the as peo?..

==e ao with the drug dependent person who is labeled as "::k::a"

s:.';:i.zyi.otlt also, he is the first to label other drug abusers 4.5 %unkia"

thu.1 himself.

'.A.hzz,;.lay with the drug dependent person must be repairativa

it incaudes but must also be more than the concert of "a corrac.tive

experience" which most therapists describe to mean tha zc,Laticn-

ip aspects of the therapeutic process between patient and therz;2iLt.

the drug dependent person, therapy must provide him with sorn,:-..

it :.lust offer new experiences far removed from the drug

came that will provide him with a new and differ4=n-a cf

himself. This might include ongoing experiences in music z.:12racl-

--;-c,;1, z.dvaatures into literature, theatre and drama; film-making and art.

a. A include such things as camping, hiking, canoeing, mountain.

karate, yoga, transcendental meditation or any such experience

help that person begin to experience life and himself in

-,:cd life in a new and different way. In this sense thenitharapy

.$drass itself to the development and building of other roles in

ha person can find meaning and expression in, broadening ank:.

his dimensions and relatedness to himself and to others. Qherapy

.^.c.la out the opportunity for the drug dependent person to ';:x;

see himielf operating in the role of student, husbane.,

writer, reader of books, or any combination of hundreds of r,:les

can operate in.

important to understand that the drug dependent person "sically
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as a damaged person. Be has acted out destructively eAc..-.:st

masochistically abusing his body by sticking needles into his

..;n4 ingesting harmful chemicals and poisons. His mind and his

to think may be adversely affected, perhaps permanently, not to

the numerous other ways in which he has ill-treated himsc112

2.:.v.:ang the life of a "junkie", Why then should he not see

He is It is this sense of damago of mind, soul, anc.

7..:.erepy must seek to heal, nurture, and repair. Therapy mu4t :W;I2

$:=C1 the junkie's integrity and image of himself as a decent,

:.umari being.

=is cannot be done through excessive verbal gymnastics .-Ac

how skilled the therapist or well meaning his intent. Thz arug

z.a-:dandaat person, the addict, the "junkie", as he has experienczd Lis

the road to his salvation must be experiential. 1J. e ::ust

rust be an active participant in the recovery of his own life.

. .-.es seen and suffered his own failures so must he sea and

a,L,;cesses and begin to build upon them. But the opportunity to :eve

.z..st be provided for him through a carefully thought out progra7 of

i.e. role and skill development in addition to talk thera:py.

importantly, he must be exposed to things and doing things whlch

were never previously within the realm or context of his knowledge

: the problems with many drug programs, and/or therapeutic

- that I personally know about, is that somehow the messi4ge

con, the recipients of these programs that they can never be any-
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t'nc:. else, "once an addict, always an addict". Many of these ,w..^c4;:ms

cl,Ivised and designed to keep the addict dependent upon the proram

4ay to him "that it is only through us that you can hope to remain

dzL:gsn. It is unfortunate, for these programs and the peo2le

taAt there is an overemphasis on the "bad" and the unhealthy and

emphasis on developing the "good", the healthy and the strencths

..3eople in the program. It seems as if the programs subsist and

.,..;.zidizod by the recovering addict's constantly kept alive feitr that

ever leaves the program he will surely use drugs again. In fc.ct,

who do leave the program under these circumstances cc

often they use on the day of departure! There are a yari;', cf

whic, perhaps explain this condition but that is another

Or.e comment however; it is is curious that most of the peop:e

a period of treatment at one of these therapeutic communities.'

i:Itzoduce themselves to others (or are introduced by sameor.e

?rogram) as an ex-drug addict. They do not say one word more

;:..e.-elves as human beings. This strongly suggests that even aftclr

of "treatment", these individual's "claim to fame", their icfseatity,

cont:..s to be associated with addiction to drugs.

Vii, in entering into a therapeutic relationship with the c:r4c

::.vidual, the therapist must accept the fact that he ;7.:'.:ms4.: lf

. .,..1,alative. This notion probably stirs some uncomfort&b:.e, if

negative feelings, since many therapists don't like to cons::.Cer

as manipulative. Instead they prefer to think of 7:Le:-:.selve.i.

ZE :.he patient to "work through" or to "resolve" their conflicts.

/(
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'.-latever semantic maze one travels through, when therapist and patic:nt

to work together in therapy, it is the therapist's skill of ?lAyinc

and remaining "one up" on the patient that counts.

ere are obviously negative and positive uses of manipulation.

Xistorically, manipulation used creatively and in the i.:::c4re4t

zf. patient has been one of the tools of the trade. Some therapist

in their work still rely fairly exclusively on manipulation of the

;:nvir=nent as an effective means of helping others.

Wna working with drug abusers the therapist takes a posit;.0.-. c. :::16

o:1 drug abuse and pits his and society's value system aga:;.nst

systam of the drug abuser, based on the conviction that a drug free

life is :Natter than drug reliance. Since there is no absolute empirical

this belief is true, the therapist is attempting to ma nipula:e

..?:.;:ient into replacing one value system for another. I am convincd

w'rlen patients generally initially start to get better they do so in

:.%-:inaing more out of their need for approval and love from the

and not because they are tired of their neurotic sufferins'.

:ester after they have realized some satisfaction through the

x2ence of managing their lives differently that they begin to chance

'.:he drug user presents many difficult problems to the conscientious

-:.:: era_ ist. Many of the prerequisites to real, human relationships and

r;-.2nsible, satisfying living are difficult to gain access to and, r.ust be

nu=ed in this person.

1/

/to
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have tried to present what I consider to be a philosc.2.ay of

psyc:lotherapy to serve as a guideline for therapists working with

ine.ivlduals who abuse drugs. Obviously, there are other consid,a:zations

zciaition to the six imperatives which I have not discussed. 2o.,:

working with the drug abuser and his family in Family f2:-.%;;:x?y.

given top priority. In addition if one considers himsel:

involved in dealing with the problem of drug abuse, he 1.au4t

:_nvolva4 in social action, leading to positive social change.

6ua..;acts are important topics requiring serious and lengthy

under their own headings.

/7
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